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For all orders contact  Can-Doo Safety

Belinda Thompson
National Sales Manager
Phone: 0407864442

Burnshield Rescue Burns Kit
- 2 x Burnshield Dressing (10 cm x 10 cm)
- 2 x Burnshield Dressing (20 cm x 20cm)
- 2 x Burnshield Dressing (60 cm x 40 cm)
- 1 x Burnshield Dressing (5 cm x 100 cm)
- 1 x Plastipore (2.4 cm x 5 m)
- 2 x Conforming bandage (5 cm)
- 1 x Burnshield Hydrogel (125 ml)
- 1 x Scissors
- 1 x Latex gloves (pair)
- 1 x Rescue blanket total kit

Burnshield Fire/Trauma Blankets
Burnshield Fire/Trauma Blankets are made from pure wool that is
impregnated with Hydrogel, which provides remarkable heat protection and
extended burn-through times. The blanket can be used with confidence as a fire
shield or be placed over a burning victim to stop the flame, while at the same time
providing first aid treatment to the burns. Burnshield blankets are packaged in a
portable hands free bag and are available in a variety of sizes.

1m  x 1 m
2 x 1.6 x 2x 1.6
2.45m x 1.6 m 

Easy Care Burn Kit
The EasyCare Burn Kit provides the basic content to treat a mild to moderate
emergency burn in the workplace or home. All content is housed in a protective
plastic case.

- 1 x Burnshield plastic box
- 2 x 10cm x 10cm dressing
- 1 x 20cm x 20cm dressing
- 3 x Burn Blotts 3.5 ml
- 3 x Adhesive plasters
- 1 x Paper tape 25 cm x 3 m
- 1 x Latex gloves pair
- 1 x Scissors
- 2 x Conform bandage 50 mm total kit

Burnshield Hydrogel
Burnshield Hydrogel is a sterile, water-based solution that is anti-microbial,
anesthetising and cooling. It can be applied directly to any burn quickly relieving
pain by cooling, moisturising and soothing the skin while protecting the burned area
from contamination.

BTBS-SB (3.5 ml sachet)
BTBS-H50ML (50ml)

BTBS-H125ML (125 ml)

$160.00

$  99.00
$300.00
$422.00

$  29.00

$    4 .15
$    6 .10
$    0 .45

CODE BTBS-KE

CODE
BTBS-B1 X 1 (1m x 1m)

BTBS-B1.2 x 1.6 X 1 (1.2m x 1.6m)
BTBS-B2.45 X 1.6 (2.45m x 1.6m)

CODE BTBS-KEC

CODE
BTBS-H50ML (50ml)

BTBS-H125ML (125ml)
BTBS-SB (3.5ml sachet)
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The National Workplace First Aid Kit
is an innovative first aid kit that contains the easy to use 5 module treatment set.
Each module contains clear and easy to understand first aid instructions and a
comprehensive maintenance check list ensuring the workplace kit remains
serviceable.

In emergency situations the modular system allows the first aider to react quickly
and effectively in providing appropriate emergency treatment.

- Wall mountable
- Innovative easy to use 5 Module Set
- Easy view clear door
- Room for additional products
- Comprehensive maintenance check list total kit

Replacement Modules -

Burns 

A range of gel treatment products and dressings to rapidly cool the burn, helping to
prevent further tissue damage healing process and offer rapid and ongoing pain relief.

Haemorrhage Module

Contains large wound dressings and bandages for the first response treatment of
major bleeding.

Additional Stock Module

Contains additional stock for replenishment and to ensure your kit meets the guidelines
for first aid in the workplace, regardless of which state or territory you work in.

Minor Wound Module

Easy to use module containing all the products you need to treat minor cuts,
abrasions and splinters.

Eye Module 

For the rapid treatment of eye injuries including single use saline eye wash and
eye wash bottle.

$260.00

$  36.00

$  33.00

$  30.00

$  40.00

$  20.00
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F.AKit deluxe soft bag -4WD
- CL Contents Listing for Kit 1
- H103 Glove Latex Disposable Powdered Lge(100) 0.04
- Q1739 Probes Splinter Disposable (100) 0.05
- Q38E Empty deluxe soft bag 1
- Q51 EmbroideryWhite + & First Aid Kit Logo 1
- Q527.2 Dressing Fabric LatexFree 2x7 Rapaid(50) 1
- Q561 Tape paper hypoallergenic 1.25cm x 9m 1 $90.00
- Q576 Bandage Conforming Elastic Gauze 5 cm 2
- Q581 Bandage Crepe Heavy Elastic 7.5cmx1.8-4m 1
- Q709 Swab Gauze Sterile 7.5 x 7.5cm (3) 3
- Q710.1 Dressing Non adherent 7.5 x 5cm 2
- Q710.3 Dressing Non adherent 10 x7.5cm 2
- Q713 Eye Pad Sterile Oval 2
- Q715 Scissors Sharp Blunt S/Steel 12.5 cm 1
- Q716 Forceps Splinter S/S 12.5cm 1
- Q726 Bandage Crepe Hospital 7.5cmx1.5 -4m 1
- Q727 Bandage Triangular Disp 110 x 110 2
- Q735 Cold Compress Instant Disposable - Small 1
- Q765 Safety Pins (5) 2
- Q770 Antiseptic Rapaid Cream sachet 1gm 6
- Q779.1 Eyewash Saline Ampoules (10 x 15ml) 0.5
- Q780.3 Rapaid Itch Relief Sachets 1gm 6
- Q783 Dressing Wound No. 13 small 1
- Q784 Dressing Wound No. 14 medium 1
- Q785 Dressing Wound No. 15 large 1
- Q795.2 Burnaid Gel Single Use Sachet 3.5g 6
- Q802 Dressing Combine Pad 20 cm x 20 cm 1
- Q806 Bag Press Seal 150x205mm 6x8 (3) 1
- Q809 First Aid Pencil & Note Book 1
- Q813 First Aid Instruction Sheet 1
- Q817 Swab Alcohol (10) 0.5
- Q829 Blanket Thermal 1
- R15 Resus O Mask Disposable 1 total kit

HiVis Cotton Coverall with 3M 8910 R/Tape
311gsm heavy weight cotton drill with hoop reflective tape. Large tool pocket.
Metal press studs. Sizes 77r-117r  / 92s-132s 

Cotton Drill hood 
Pyrovatex® treated cotton drill for enhanced breathability. Fire retardant with side
gussets for a more comfortable fit. Draw-string face closure for extra protection.
Maroon colour. One size fits all

CODE 3M#8910

$  90.00

$  65.90

$  17.80
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Whiffs Nomex Shroud
The Whiffs Nomex Shroud fits the Brush-Pro Masks and is the essential accessory
when more protection is needed. Made of Advance Nomex which carries a 565c

heat rating. The Whiffs Nomex Shroud is machine washable in cold water and
should be hung out to dry. Weight 73 g

Whiffs Brush-Pro Mask
Whiffs Brush Pro Mask is easier to put on and take off simply tie the elastic band behind
your neck. Made of Advance Nomex which carries a 565c heat rating. Recommended
for bushfire fighting and structural overhaul/mop-up. Attachment points at the bridge of
the nose allow attachment of goggles and exterior velcro attachment points allow
fitting of the optional neck shroud. Also available in colour black. Weight 57 g.

Whiffs Manta
The New Manta X20 and X30 are made of Carbon X material and Kevlar elastic with
Nomex thread. A Bandana shape and stretchable material makes it easy to pull down
and up when needed. Used with an Xcaper Filter (which filters hazardous gases and
vapors and 100% of particulate matter) you have the perfect combination of protection
for 4 to 6 hours. The filter simply Velcro’s to the inside of the bandana. Each Manta
comes with one Xcaper Moist Filter. (The Manta X30 is a slightly larger version of the
Manta X 20)

Style X20
Style X30

Xcaper Smoke Filters and Masks
The Xcaper Smoke Filter is the world first moist direct-contact smoke and particulate
filtration mask. It uses patented technology combining a natural-based aloe gel extract
and negatively charged styrene beads to attract and neutralise 100% of gases like
Hydrogen Cyanide, Acrolein and Carbon Monoxide. It reduces 100% of dust and
particulate matter down to 3/10th of one micron. The Xcaper technology is lab-verified,
approved for use by the US Navy and has been proven in tens of thousands of live fire
situations over the last 8 years by more than 75,000 professional firefighters. The unique
features of this smoke mask provide it with unsurpassed ease-of-use, comfort,
respiration, portability and unparalleled protection.

Xcaper Moist Filter
The revolutionary Xcaper Moist Filter traps particulate matter and absorbinghazardous
gases (Hydrogen Cyanide, Carbon Monoxide and Acrolein) common to smoke in bush
fires, structural fires, overhaul, arson investigation and various SWAT situations. The
filter contents include a combination of natural hypoallergenic plant extract and styrene
beads which makes the filter moist and cool to the touch. The styrene beads trap
particulate matter. The filter fits any shape or size face. The filter will last five to eight
hours in a bush fire situation. Weight 62 g. Mask and Filter

Hard hat 
Lightweight, colour range of vented hard hats. Available in white, yellow, red, blue,
green, orange and fluoro yellow. 6 point ProLock harness. Air vents and cotton
sweatband prevents perspiration build-up.

Hard hat each
Chin strap each

CODE XC-BPS-WMSRD

CODE
XC-BPM-WHIFM (standard)

XC-TAPM-WTAPM (black)

CODE XC-F-XF

CODE
XC-WMX20
XC-WMX30

$  75.00

$150.00

$  33.00

$  98.00
$121.00

$  17.90

$  14.00
$    3 .00
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Grey leather  riggers gloves 
‘A’ grade quality heavy duty all-chrome leather glove Tough and durable with a 5cm
chrome leather cuff for added protection. Sizes Sml, Med, Lge, XLge. Qty/Pack - 12
Pairs

Each $2.80
Per pack $33.60

Kevlar felt woven Glove 
Designed for heat resistance. Can withstand temperatures up to 350c.
400mm overall length. One size fits all. Qty/Pack - 1 Pair.

Low profile goggles
Low profile and extremely light design fits comfortably under hard hats. Co-moulded
with high temperature resistant TPV material provides outstanding durability against
heat, oil, grease and most acids. Wide vision design includes 2.2 mm thick
polycarbonate lens. Roomy interior fits over most prescription spectacles. Unique
indirect top/bottom ventilation system assists C-MaxTM coated lens from fogging.
Quick SwapTM lens system allow fast and easy lens exchange C-MaxTM anti
fog/scratch coated on both lens surfaces on clear and smoke 25 mm wide elastic head
strap for increased comfort.

Bushmate 2
Elastic sided boot. Non safety toe cap and dual density PU sole.
Size range:  Sizes 3-13. Half sizes 6-10.

Kids Kanga 
Action leather uppers (PU coated leather). Lightweight & flexible TPR sole, woven
pull tabs and heavy duty elastic. Available in Black or Brown, Sizes 8-9 UK.

Princeton Tec Fuel
Designed to meet the widest range of applications while remaining small, lightweight
and robust. Suitable for camp set-up, trekking, climbing and emergency signalling. An
adjustable pivoting head with 3 ultrabright LEDs provide 35 lumens of even light with
minimum shadow. Three levels of light output and two blinking emergency signalling
modes. 3 x AAA batteries included. Weight 78 g.

Princeton Tec APEX Headlamp
Ideal for long and short distances with 130 lumens of light, five modes, heat regulation
and a battery power meter. The APEX combines a regulated three watt Maxbright LED
with four regulated Ultrabright LEDs for constant brightness on all modes. A dual switch
system allows the user to switch modes and independently control  the intense, close
or long range lighting. Available in orange or black. Accepts 4 AA alkaline, lithium,
NiMH recharge batteries. Weight 279 g with batteries.

CODE KF40

CODE 304 40514-non safety

CODE OUTD-PRI00000

CODE DET-PTAP

$    2 .80
$  33.60

$  84.44

$  17.00

$  59.00

$  40.00

$  58.00

$198.00
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Snap Lite Lightstick Safety Light
The Snap Lite Lightstick Safety Light are spark proof, nonflammable, non-toxic,
non-corrosive, weather proof and have played an essential role in lighting
emergency scenes. These light sources are ideal for marking the location of
access points, personnel and equipment. Snap Lite Lightstick Safety Lights are
available in yellow and green and burn for up to 12 hours. Each

Go Anywhere Toilet
The Go Anywhere Toilet structure is available separately and sets up in seconds with
no assembling required. Designed to keep the outside of the waste bag clean, assisting
with the hygienic transportation and removal of filled bags. The Go Anywhere Toilet is
lightweight and conveniently folds into a briefcase. Comes supplied with 3 x Go
Anywhere Toilet Kits. Weight: 3 kg, Dimensions: L 480 mm, H 35 mm, D 130 mm.

Go Anywhere Toilet Kit
The most hygienic, safe, environmentally-friendly, portable toilet solution available.
Commonly used in disaster response by emergency services and defence forces
the Go Any Toilet Kits are also used for remote outdoor programs or in remote and
sensitive habitats. The kit  prevents spread of disease with no spills, splash backs
or waste contact. The toilet kit is a completely biodegradable solution that traps,
encapsulates, deodorises and breaks down waste with a NASA developed gelling
agent. Can be used with the Go Anywhere Toilet System, non working toilets or by
itself. Each kit includes a zip close disposal/transport bag, a waste collection bag
preloaded with poo powder gelling agent , toilet paper and a hand sanitiser.

Per box
Each

Pee-Wee Personal Unisex Urine Bag
Pee Wee Unisex Urine Bags can provide freedom from planning lives, trips, outdoor
recreational outings around the proximity to the toilet. Each bag contains NASA
developed proprietary gelling agent that traps, encapsulates, breaks down and
deodorises waste instantly. Packs out without leaks or spills, in portable solidified and
fully biodegradable form.

Pkt of 3 $9.90
Pkt of 12 $30.00

Poo Powder Waste Treatment
The Poo Powder Waste Treatment container has 120 scoops of Poo Powder.
Each scoop contains enough powder to treat up to 600 g of liquid and solid waste.
Poo Powder can be used by itself or used to extend the Go Anywhere Toilet Kit,
simply sprinkle a scoop over the waste. Weight 1.9 kg.

CODE
CMC108016 (green)

CMC108017 (yellow)

CODE MIR-D119PET

CODE
MIR-D019W (box of 12)

CODE
GC-D449PW3 (pkt 3)

GC-D455PW12 (pkt 12)

CODE MIR-D105POW

$    3 .95

$510.00

$  55.20

$    4 .60

$    9 .90
$  30.00

$122.00


